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Introduction
The nights are drawing in, the clocks have been put back, and the summer fun in our MGs is 
beginning to recede in our memories.  Yes, autumn and the closed season is now upon us, so it 
is perhaps the time to contemplate the jobs we have to do on our cars rather than taking them 
out and enjoying them (unless yours is a daily driver, or a dry, fine and sunny day dawns and we
can go for a spin).  One useful tip I picked up this year is worth considering – if you have a 
spare wheel and a jack, it is a good idea to make sure that all your locking wheel nuts are facing
the tyre inflation valve, so that you can easily locate the locking nut by feel if you need to 
change a wheel in the dark.  Because, inevitably, the torch you keep in the glove box or boot will
have a dead battery, and the glimmer from your mobile phone may not be enough to illuminate 
the scene sufficiently.  Incidentally, I keep a wind-up torch in each of the cars for this reason – 
my last two BMWs had a rechargeable torch on trickle charge in a socket in the glovebox, but 
the new one doesn't have this – a major oversite, BMW!

On another subject, I have been out and about recently looking at MGs for sale, and have been 
very disappointed.  I have looked at three factory V8s – one was very expensive at £37k, and 
whilst it had been very nicely restored at considerable expense, it was let down by details that 
would not have been hugely expensive to do – for example, it had a badly scratched 
windscreen, and all the bright trim around the windows was badly marked and corroded.  Why 
on earth spoil the ship for a hap'orth of tar, especially on a car that is advertised right at the top 
end of the value scale?  When I pointed this out to the seller, he claimed that he wanted to keep
as much originality as possible – absolute tosh as he had completely resprayed the car and 
spent hundreds rechroming the bumpers and retrimming the seats (which were mismatched!).  

Beautiful but flawed and expensive £37k MGB GTV8
A similar factory V8, but £10k cheaper, also had badly scored door windows and similar 
problems with the bright trim, and again the “originality” excuse was cited.  Rather more 
interesting was one of the surviving prototype V8s that was being advertised on an on-line 
auction site.  This was located locally in Steventon, so I went along to view.  It was a very 
interesting car, and nicely resprayed by Frontline (who are in the same industrial site), and 
presented well.  I'm sure I saw this car back in 1985 when I was looking for my original factory 
car – it was being fettled at the time in Peter Wood's workshop in Twyford, where I had gone to 



look at a Harvest Gold factory V8 Peter owned (I really wanted it, but he had promised it to 
someone else, and wouldn't sell it to me event though I offered him more! Sigh …....).  In 1973 
MG had taken six standard GTs off the line at Abingdon to modify them to take the Rover/Buick 
engine, and it was interesting to see where the bodyshell had been reworked to try various 
options to prepare for volume manufacture.  The car in Steventon had these modifications 
present, as far as I can recall, and had different seat and interior trim, as was standard on GTs 
at the time, as did the one in Twyford. 

The prototype factory MGB GTV8 I bid for at auction
I watched the auction go through on-line, and ended up bidding on it, but it became clear that 
the other major bidder was a dealer, so I backed out at £20,750, the hammer price on the night.
For such an important and interesting car, this seemed to me to be a very disappointing result – 
it was estimatrd to fetch around £35k.  In fact, I subsequently learnt that it had not reached its 
reserve, and eventually changed hands at what I assume was the reserve price of £25k – still 
quite a bargain in my view.   Incidentally, I was invited in to Frontline's works to have a look 
around at the cars they were working on, including the building of new LE50s and the new MGB-
based Abingdon Edition roadsters, and the boss' lovely 1930s Lagonda.  A fascinating day out.

I had another fascinating day out going to look at an MGC GT advertised in Northampton.  
Having arranged to view, I set the co-ordinates in my satnav, and ended up in the middle of a 
huge industrial estate, not traditional fertile ground for classic car dealers.  Driving around, I 
could see no likely units, so I stopped at the end of the site – in front of me was a huge 
compound, high steel fences and much security in evidence, full of containers, trucks and artics 
of all shapes and sizes loading and unloading.  Wrong place, I thought, so I was about to look 
for someone to ask, when I noticed the company sign – E M Rogers.  I had noted in passing that
the classic car website had said “part of the E M Rogers Group”, so I drove in past huge 
warehouses to a car park at the far end of the compound – and in passing noticed one of the 
warehouses had a load of old cars in, so I knew I had found them.  I reported in to reception, 
and an enthusiastic young lady took me into where the cars were stored.  And what an 
interesting collection it was – apart from a few MGs, there were cars of all descriptions including 
some beautiful old 1950s saloons such as E-series Vauhall Velox, VX Cresta PB and Ford Consul 
mk1.  The MGC was interesting – nicely presented and superbly detailed under the bonnet, but 
had been patched up around the wing seams since respraying which indicated that this would 



happen again before too long, so I passed on it.  Incidentally, the car actually belongs to 
Anthony Hamilton, Lewis' dad. 

The lady who showed me around was very knowledgeable on old cars, and over coffee I asked 
her how the classic business had got started.  She explained that the main focus of the company
was supplying trucks – they purchased 600 last year – and shipping, which includes collecting 
cars from auction for the new owners, and shipping them anywhere, including overseas.  In the 
course of this, they noted that some of the cars at auction sold quite cheaply despite being in 
very good condition, so they began buying some, and now this part of the business has become 
quite successful.  She also mentioned that there had been a big and important Ferrari 
anniversary celebration this year (their 70th), and that they had shipped a load of the cars over 
to Italy to take part.  There had apparently been some anxiety afterwards since when they had 
brought them back again, they had to house 10 Ferrari 250 GTOs on site until the owners 
collected them. 

The legendary Ferrari 250 GTO
As any classic car officionado will know the 250 GTO is one of the world's most valuable cars  - 
the factory made ony 39 of them, and they currently change hands at auction for around £25m 
(one is for sale by private treaty in America, advertised for $40m).  There were two of them still 
awaiting collection in one of the warehouses, so I went to see them - I ogled the pair, and with 
a hand on each was touching something like £50m worth of car.  A humbling experience.

Chesham Natter Quiz Night
Having had our annual holiday cancelled following the Monarch crash, Jackie and I took 
ourselves down to our flat in Plymouth to console ourselves for a week, so we missed the 
Chesham Natter Quiz Night, but Dave and Heather, and Clive and Helen went, and this is Dave's 
report of the event:

“In an effort to continue our aim to have closer relationships with neighbouring clubs, we 
accepted an invitation from the Chesham Club to field a team for their quiz night at the 
Chartridge Park Golf Club on Tuesday 24th October.



As it turned out, we could only offer a team of four to represent the club. As teams were to be of
six we were joined by two of their members, John and another Clive.   Team name chosen, 
“Booker Tee”, we were ready to do battle. There were nine teams of six plus the organising team
so a good crowd.  The quiz was eight rounds with two marathon rounds so a hundred points up 
for grabs. From the outset it was obvious that this was a serious competition and that several of 
the teams were there to win it, and why not with a case of wine as the prize. We, it has to be 
said made a slow start in the first half but after the break for food, a very tasty chicken curry, 
and a drink or two we were ready for the second half.  With a real team effort on the marathon 
rounds and with an inspired use of our Joker on the capital cities round we came up slowly on 
the outside to finish a very respectable third out of nine.

It was a very enjoyable evening, we were made to feel very welcome visitors and have extended 
the invitation to them to join us at our Quiz Night on the 4th December.
Lets just hope that they don’t send their winning team!!”

(I particularly like the chosen team name – music fans will no doubt remember the Stax Records house band 
was called 'Booker T and the MGs'    - AB)

Upcoming Events  (more on our website: www.aylesburymgclub.org)

Monday 6th November – Club Night
At the Five Arrows.  Normal Natter Night, starting at 20.00, except that Dave Barton wants to 
give us an update on the new website.

Skinner Trophy Points 2017 – current position
1st Dave Barton 39 points
2nd Clive Wayland 38 points
3rd Adrian Bennett 36 points
4th Heather Barton 33 points
5th Jack Martin 32 points
6th Jackie Bennett 29 points
7th Peter Mansfield 28 points

Full listing available on the night, or by contacting me.  Very close at the top with just 2 club 
nights to go …......

10th to 12th November – Lancaster Insurance Classic Motor Show
At The NEC - Information and tickets: http://www.necclassicmotorshow.com/.

Monday 4th December  - AMGC Annual Quiz Night.
Advanced warning – we shall be inviting neighbouring Natters to this, so eat plenty of fish!  Clive
and Helen officiating.  Hopefully in The Coach House for this.

26th December – MGCC AWC Boxing Day Run.  
Meet on the Market Square, Abingdon from 10.00 onwards.  Contact for the event is Mike Parker 
01235 525555.

1st January 2017 – Vintage Stony
This traditional meet is held on the Market Square and the surrounding streets from 10.00 

http://www.aylesburymgclub.org/
http://www.necclassicmotorshow.com/


onwards.  Admission is free, but donations to The Willen Hospice would be greatly appreciated.  
If the weather is good, should be a superb day out.

And Lastly:
Club Clothing Items. Dave Barton has put the order in for club-branded clothing, and the 
items should be available for collection at the November Club Night on the 6th.

Club Engraved Tumblers.
Another reminder about club engraved tumblers - the cost of the tumblers is £10 each, with a 
small extra cost for couriering them.  So, if you are interested, please let Dave Barton or myself 
know, and we will arrange it.  The company we dealt with also sells wine glasses, but the curved
surface means we can't engrave logos or designs on them without distorting.  They would make 
a great Christmas present for your local MG anorak!!!

Adrian Bennett   
adrian.mg@hotmail.co.uk), 
Club Secretary

PS Don't miss next month's newsletter.  Dave Barton took his RV8 over to France in the 
summer, and he will be writing about his experiences in the December edition.  Meanwhile, here 
we have Dave posing by an abandoned vehicle …....

The only MG thing about this M4 Sherman was the .50 cal Browning on the turret….
More next month!!
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